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The ohject of this book-let is to pl.lce be~ore the public the scheme 

of 4nder~ground drainage proposed to be undertaken io Kolhapur City. It 

will be seen from ~he papers that the proposal started about three years ago 

with a letter from the Chief Engineer suggesting to the Prime Minister that 

early steps should be taken to execute a scheme of under-ground drainage in 

Kolhapur City. This letter was passed on to the Kolhapur Municipality which 

authorised its President to carry on further correspondence on the subject. 

Accordingly, the President engaged the services uf Mr. S. S. Naik, Consulting 

Engineer, Bomhay, in order to design a system of under-ground drainage for 

the City of Kolhapur. Mr. Naik submitted his preliminary report on the 

subject which was considered both by the Kolhapur City Municipality and by 

the Kolhapur Government and generally approved. In accordance with the 

recommendations made by Mr. Naik in his preliminary report, it was decided 

to prepare a Financial Forecast of the scheme to begin with. Accordingly, a 

special division for the purpose was created and put in charge of Mr. B. L. 
Jadhav, Executive Engineer. Mr. Jadhav prepared preliminary plans which 

were inspected by Mr. Naik at site and a tentative scheme was prepared. This 

was shown to Mr. N. V. Modak, City Engineer of Bombay, who fully approved 

of it. Finally, Mr. Naik prepared the Financial Forecast of the scheme and 

submitted it to the Kolhapur Government and the Municipality in a detailed 

and valuable report. A perusal of the report' shows that the under-ground 

drainage 6chem(:. as designed by Mr. Naik, is unique in several ways and is 

likely to benefit the inhabitants of the City very considerably. It was, therefore, 

considered advisable to educate public opinion on the subject and hence all the 

above correspondence on the subject is now being released. 

1\1. R. BAGWE 

Development Minister, Kolhapur. 
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(I) Letter No. RHE/43/H/1 163 of 7th April 1942 from the Chief 

En$ineer, Kolhapur, to the Prime Minister of Kolhapur. 
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(3) The Preliminary Report on ~l Drainage Scheme for th~ City of 
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Letter No. RHE/43-H/I 163 of 7-4-1942 from the Chief Engineer» 
Kolhapur State, addressed to the Prime Minister of Kolhapur. 

Subject:- Drainage arrangements for Kolhapur City. 

Sir, 
I have the honour to state that the construction work for the 'Vater 

Supply of Kolhapur City has already been taken up in hand. According to 
the present proposals, this scheme is to be evolved in two stages. To begin 
with, the supply will be at' the rate of Thirty Gallons per head per day for a 
population of 1,20,000 souls. This supply will finally be increased from 30 

to 40 Gallons per head per day and for a population of 1,50,000 souls which 
is expected to be reached by about 1971. 

2. The first stage of the Water Supply Scheuie is likely to be:: completed 
by about June 1945 and a copious water supply could be made available 
throughout the day to all the localities of the City including its extensions. 
As a natural consequence it is necessary to provide a suitable Drainage System 
in order to avoid the bad effects of water stagnation when the supply will have 
increased considerably. As a matter of fact, a drainage system ~hould invariably 
precede a water supply system as both of them are inter-dependent. It is, 
therefore, necessary to take up the question of a Drainage System to the 
Kolhapur City in time, so that it could be made to function by ahout the 
time the first stage of the water supply scheme comes into working. 

3. It would, therefore, be desirable to move the Municipal Authorities 
to take up this matter for consideration forthwith and make necessary arrange
ments for the execution of the Drainage Scheme, in consultation with this 
Department. Necessary orders in this connection may kindly be issued in due 
course. 
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REPORT ON A DRAINAGE SCHEME FOR 

THE CITY OF KOLHAPUR. 

This is only a preliminary report giving advice regarding the nature 
of'fhe drainage system suitable for the conditions prevailing at Kolhapur and 
the general broad outlines as to how the various component parts of such a 
system should be designed. It is not possible to include in this report a finan
<:ial forecast as regards the capital oU,day. involved in the execution of such a 
scheme, the expenditure required for its maintenance, and the annual liability 
of the town Municipality by way of recurring expenditure after taking into 
<:onsideration the income likely to be obtained by the promotion of such a 
scheme and the annual instalments to be paid by way of sinking fund and 
interest charges. Such a financial forecast can be given after detailed surveys 
are carried out aEd plans and estimates for the scheme are prepared. The 
'Survey work already carried out by the Municipality in this behalf has been 
very useful in the preparation of the present report and the l\lunicipality 
-deserves congratulations for the same. 

Significance of the 17 adous Technical Terms in Use 

2. In order to thoroughly understand the various terms generally used in 
connection with a drainage scheme and the various methods of collection in 
vogue, it is necessary in the first instance to say a few words regarding them. 

Wastes from houses are in two forms- liquid and solid. The former 
includes waste water from bath-rooms, washing places, ablution water from 

latrines, etc., and it is generally known as ' sullage '. The latter comprises of 
mainly' house refuse' and' night-soil '. When 'night-soil' is admitted through 
the agency of 'water' into the same conduits as those employed for the removal 
of liquid wastes, the combined contents' finding their way into the conduits 
are known as 'sewage', i. e. ' sullage • plus 'night-soil'. This system of 

drainage is known as the' water-carriage • systt"m. 

Till adequate water supply is 3.vailable fat the introduction of the 
water-carriage system for the removal of the 'night-soil', it has to be removed 
separately on.' head-loads" from the houses and taken to trenching ground for 
C disposal', but when a ' water-carriage ' system is introduced, the latrines are 
<:onverted from the ' dry-system' into ' water-closets '. 

It is 'Jlniversal to use closed conduits for the removal of 'sewage 
and the reason for their adoption is evident. 'Night-soil' cannot be allowed 
to flow through open drains. This WOI,lld be highly objectionable ~th from 
aesthetic and public health points of view. 
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Waler Supply Scheme and Waler Supply per capito 

3. Due to the poverty of the local bodies all over India, a local body 
cannot afford to provide water supply sufficient to meet the requirements of'a 
water-carriage system and consequently a beginning, is made by providing a 
supply just sufficient to meet the demands of the consumers for cooking, 
drinking and washing without any allowance for' water-carriage '. Consequent
ly. the waste water to be. dealt with by a system serving such towns is of the 
nature of' sullage' for a number of years after the execution of the water 
supply scheme. It is only when adequate funds are available that the water 
supply is improved so as to be sufficient for the introduction of the 'water
carriage ' system, and experience has shown that the cost incurred on the 
sewerage scheme at this stage is very much in excess of what it would have 
cost the town if proper thought and long foresight were_ shown in the design, 
and execution of the original drainage scheme. 

It has been estimated that about 10 to IS gallons of water per 
bead per day are sufficient for cooking, drinking and washing qf clothes, but 
for a water-carriage system, an allowance of at least 25 to 30 gallons per 
head per day is necessary. It is the usual experience of towns that when a' 
piped water supply is introduced that the inhabitants thereof clamour for more 
and more water and this leads to water being used on a lavish scale in the 
houses and more attention is paid to personal cleanliness. As water can be 
had by simply turning a tap, 'waste' is on the increase. The only satisfactorJ 
measure to prevent waste is to resort to metering. Every water connection to a 
consumer must be metered and whenever water used on the premises is to be. 
in excess of the; requirements, the additional supply taken must be paid for at 
a certain rate by the consumer over and above the rate paid for the individual 
bouse connection. Such metering should in no way encourage the landlords 
to prevent the tenants from using the ,legitimate quantity of water required for 
ablution, washing dnd personal cleanliness. In the case of towns with indus
tries, the allowance per capita increases depending upon the nature of the 
industries, but an average allowance of 50 gallons per capita may be said to be 
an adequate allowance for such towns. 

Necessitating the Schemes oj IPater Supply and Drainage simultaneously 

4- Indian towns have made a great blunder in the past in not providing, 
along with the water supply scheme, an adequate drainage system for the 
removal of the C waste water • from' the premises and they have been repenting 
for this omission2 as it is found that introduction of a water supply in the town 
does not improve the health of the citizens, and full benefits thereof can only 
accrue if it is coupled with a satisfactory system of drainage. The absence of 
a drainage scheme creates mosquito'trouble and sometimes leads to the" con:' 
tamination of the water supply itself if the intake of the water supply happens 
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to be on the down stream side of a town. The ideal to be aimed at by every 
Indian Town Municipality in the future should be the construction of water 
and drainage -'works simultaneously, irrespective 01 cost, and this· principle' 
should be invariably kept in view in the ~ase of the new developments of an 
existing town and there is no reason why it should not be done. 

Open .versurf.!nderground Drains 
\. . 

s. The provision of a drainage system as an after thought gives rise t() 
several complicated problems in respect of the type of drains to be adopted and 
so forth. . One is accustomed to see the presence of' open drains • by the sides 
of streets for 'the conveyance of' sullage' away from the premises. Theseopcn 
drains serve two purposes, one of conveying' the sullage (waste water from 
bathing and washing places, ablution water from latrines, etc.) to the point of 
collection, and the other to convey rain water during the rainy season. Their 
size must therefore be sufficient to convey both storm water and 'sullage'. 
The quantity of sullage is insignificant as compared to that of storm water and 
consequently ~these drains have to be laid to such gradients as to create self-_ 
cleansing velocity therein under the condition of ' minimum flow', otherwise 
they would, tend to' get silted up in course of time during the fair weather 
requiring a'large staff and a large quantity of watet: for' their maintenance. The 
gradients to be given to such drains depend upon the configuration of the town. 
If a town is fiat, the drains become deep and are required to be covered up 
with stone dhapas or concrete slabs for the safety of the occupants of the houses 
abutting these drains, especially the children. When the water supply is ade
quat~ly increased' and the time for the conversion of latrines into water-closets

c~m~s, separate underg~~und conduits ~on~isting of pipe or masonry have to be 
constructed for t~~ conveyance of sewage (sullage plus night-soil) ~nd the 
house connections will also have to be altered to suit the underground system 
of drainage resulting in additional cost... The open drains already constructed 
continue to work as storm water drains for some time but are usually replaced 
by underground drains as the town prospers, irrespective of the cost involved. 

Combined versus Separate System oJ7Jrainage 

6. This brings in the question as to whether sullage-sewage and storm 
water should'be conveyed through the same conduit or through two separate 
conduits. The drainage arrangements irt-which one conduit is used both for 
s~llage-sewagf' and storm water is known as the 'combined system'· of drainage. 
The system in which two separate conduits, one for sullage-sewage and the 
other for storm water 'are employed, is known as the C separate system '. In 
Europe, and in Great Britain, where it rains practically all the year round and 
where the intensity of rainfall is not so great as that in India, a combined 
system of drainage is found to be suitable. Some of the American towns .. 
where the monsoon is restricted to a few months in the year as in India and 
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where the intensity of rainfall is similar to that in India, have come to grief by 
emulating the English practice of' combined system' which has since been 
altered to the ' separate system ' on economical and sanitary grounds. 

Desirability of providing Underground 7Jr(Jins roen for Sullage under Separat~ 
Condkronl . 

7. The Sanitary Engineers of today do think that if the configuration 
of the town is favourable, it is more economical to introduce from the very 
commencement an underground system of drainage even for the conveyance ot 
, sullage t in the initial stages in preference to the system of open surface draim,. 
because no works already carried out under this system are required to be 
scrapped when ' night-soil • is introduced, and no extra cost is involved in 
modifying suitably the house connections. The adoption of such a system can 
also be justified on grounds of public health and sanitation as it does away with 
the places usually afi'orded by open drains for breeding mosquitoes, and there 
is not the remotest chance of the drains being used by the children for answer
ing calls of nature, by the male adults for urinating purposes and by the house
wives for getting rid of the house refuse. It is also economical from the point 
of view of maintenance provided the sections of the drains are so designed as 
to create self-cleansing velocity under minimum conditions of flow after taking 
into consideration the future increase in the allowance for waler supply per 
capita. 

What should be done for 1(glhapur 'I'own 

8. How far will the town of Kolhapur satisfy the above requirements 
in regard to the system of drainage to be adopted, whether it should comprise 
only of (a) open drains, (6) a combination of open and underground drains, or 
(,) underground drains. The answer to this question is as follows:-

The water supply of the town today is not adequate for the intro
duction of a ' water-carriage • system. Schemes are in hand for improving 
the existing water supply and it is estimated that by the year 1955, when 
Radhanagari scheme is expected to be completed, water supply per capita will 
be increased from the present rate of about 14 gallons per head per day t() 
about 40 gallons. Till 1955"only sullage will have to be dealt with by the 
drainage system. If care is taken to select suitable sections of drains with 
good gradients to create a self-cleansing velocity with the present and future 
flows of sullage-sewage, there is no reason why an undergroun~ system of 
drainage should not be introduced from now as it would in the long run be 

more economical than that of open surface drains: Is the lie or configuration 
of the town suitable for this purpose? Is it possible to get good slopes for 
self-cleansing velocities without making the drainage system more tban reason
ably deep ,? The town appears to be 'lJ~r1 fa"Pourably situated in this respect. It 
has good natural slopes. . Storm water finds its way into the river through the 
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natural water courses, viz. the varIOUS ~ nalas .• ~ No flooding of streets takes 
place during the monsoon. The fall from the centre of the town towards the 
river is as 'much as 100 ft. Drains of smaller sizes can be laid to steep gradi. 
ents with self-cleansing v~locities to meet the requirements of the localities 
served by them. No deep drains will be necessary and auxiliary pumping 
station or stations will not be required to avoid deep drains under the circum
st\nces. It would be a folly to construct open drains in the old town for 
sullage and then to replace them by underground drains after the improve
ments to the water supply are completed. Besides, town planning schemes 
for the development of the town are under consideration. The new developed 
areas should be provided with at least one set of underground drains for the 
<conveyance of ~ sullage' as per modern practice. The storm water may be 
-dealt with by open drains or by a combination of open and underground 
-drains. It would be a 'penny wise and pound foolish' policy if open drains 
for sullage and storm water are constructed in these areas. It is, therefore, 
strongly recommended that underground drains be constructed from now. 
which would for the present deal with sullage and ultimately with sewage 
when the water supply is improved. 

Method of disposal-Treatment works 

9. Having decided upon the most suitable system of drainage, the most 
important points on which decision has to be taken are (a) the method of 
-disposal, (h) the point or points of collection, and (c) the site of treatment 
works. It is an axiom in sewage disposal that sewage should only be treated 
to a degree just suffici~nt to meet the requirements of the situation and no 
further, as it means waste of public money. Kolhapur is surrounded on all 
sides by nalas and rivers and consequently the final disp~sal of the effluent has 
to be by diluti~n. Large tracks of good agricultural land are available round 
about the town for sullage-sewage farming. The soil thereof is most suitable 
for growing crops. The most economical and efficient method of disposal 
would onder the circumstances be 'land treatment', i. e. 'sewage farming '. 
When sullage-sewage is not required for land treatment, the disposal will have 
to be by dilution into the river. Sullage-sewage will have to be passed through 
a detritus tank and treated in a primary settling tank providing a retention 
period of about 2 to 3 hours before application on land. The character of 
sullage-sewage will be mostly domestic as there are not many industries in the 
town, there being a few cotton mills and a distillery. There is a likelihood of 
more industries being started in the near future. So long as the volume of the 
trade wastes is insignificant as compared with that of the domestic sewage, no 
special treatment for the trade wastes on the premises of the industry is con
sidered necessary before their admission into the drainage system. However, 
when the industries are situated just at the tail end of the drainage systems 
sudden discharge therefrom is likely to affect the working of the disposal 
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works, viz. the primary settling tanks and sewage farming. It may, therefore, 
become necessary to subject trade wastes to some kind of preliminary and 
perhaps secondary treatment before their admission into the public' dro.ins. It 
is, therefore, desirable that legislation should be passed from now by the Durbar 
obtaining powers to insist upon the industrialists to treat the trade effluents to 
a certain standard of purity to be laid down in each individual ca~\after analy
sing the trade emuent therefrom, before their admission into the- drainage 
system. This will help to keep down the cost of disposal works. 

Preliminary Treatment 

10. Preliminary treatment of sewage is abst>lutely necessary to remove 
iarge portions of settleable solids, otherwise their application on land will make 
the land sewage-sick in a few years and aerial nuisance will be cteated. In 
order to avoid this nuisance a large portion of the land is required 'to be kept 
fallow. Experience has indicated that when the soil of the farm is black 
cotton, alternate watering of sullage-sewage and fresh water are necessary to 
keep the farm in a satisfactory condition and also to avoid aerial nuisance. 

Provision will have to be made, as pointed out before, to deal with 
the sullage-sewage when it is is required for irrigation purposes, est'ecially 
during the monsoon period and also on some days in the cold weather. 
& Lagoons' will have to be provided for storing the sullage-sewage into them 
when not required for irrigation purposes so that their contents can be discharged 
into the· river when it is in floods or when a large quantity of water is available 
for dilution. 

In case it is found that further treatment of sewage is necessary 
before application or that the percolation from the sewage farm requires 
treatment prior to its discharge into the river, an enclosed type of filter may 
pe pr9vided which will be helpful in improving the degree of purity of the 
preliminary settled sewage or of the percolation eff'ulent from the farm before 
~ischarge into the river. No secondary treatment in an enclosed filter is 
~onsidered necessary at the commencement but the method of disposal has 
only b!=en indicated in case it is found necessary at a future date. 

The question will be asked as to why sullage-sewage without any 
treatment should not be discharged directly into the river during the monsoon 
period when there is plenty of water for dilution. No Sanitary Engineer of today 
will ever advocate such a proposal; as in the first instance looking to the erratic 
condition of the Indian monsoon it is doubtful whether the river would b~ in 
~oods continuously for four months of the year and if there happens to be a 
draught during the monsoon period~ the problem of treating sullage-sewage 
before discharge into the river will have to be tackled and in that case a stand""?, 
by plant will have to be provided for treating the same prior to its discharge into 
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the river to meet such emergencies. Such an alTangement cannot be, said to be 
satisfactory. It will certainly be the most retrograde step from the public 
health poiJlt of view. 

Point or ~oihts of Collection. 

I I. As regards (b) and (c), viz. the point or points of collection, the 
stu'\Y of the contour plan shows that the point marked X on the accompany
ing plant is most suitable for collecting the sullage-sewage from the old town 
a$ well as from the areas already developed and those under contemplation 
outside the old town. It may not, however, be necessary to bring the sewage 
from the areas already developed and' to be developed to this point from the 
very commencement on economical grounds but this can only be decided after 
several alternatives are worked out to ascertain the first economical stage in the 
execution, of the scheme. The most important factor to be remembered in 
selecting the point or points of collection is that sullage-sewage should arrive 
thereat in a fresh condition. If tendency towards septicity is apt to be created 
by a long travel, it, .is advisable to introduce pumping stations to convey 
sullage-sewage to the point of collection in about 4- hours to keep it sweet 
and fresh .. 

Alternate Sites for Sullage-Sewage Farm 

12. There are two sites worth considering for the location of the 
sullage-sewage farm. One is to the east of the town in the vicinity of the 
proposed developments, and the other is towards the west in the close proximity 
of the point of collection for the old town. East side is not in the direction 
of prevailing winds, and consequently there is no likelihood of bad odour being 
brought into the town by the south-west wind if anything goes wrong with the 
farm. There is plenty of land available for treating the quantity of sullage
sewage expected with the present rate of water consumption and that expected 
when the water supply is improved and dry-system latrines are converted into 
water-closets~· The soil at both the sites is good. Fresh water for alternate 
waterings can be obtained from the river at each site by resorting to pumping. 
Each site has its own advantages and disadvantages. The west side is close to 
the river and special precautions will have to be taken to coIIect the percolation 
water from the farm by providing a trench parallel to the river at the end of 
the sewage ~ to prevent contamination of the river, the water of which is 
used for ~ , ~ l?urposes by the villagers on the down-stream side. This site 
has several otne. _ ':-antages, such as (a) it can be divided into groups of 400 

to 500 acres each, (b) shorter length of rising main for conveying sullage than 
that required for the eastern site. (c) high lands are available for locating in
dividual_ preliminary settling-balancing tanks to maintain a balance between the 
rate of pumping and that at which sullage-sewage will be applied to land 

• }. f 

t :rhe plan-is too large to be printed; it can be seen in the Mnnicipal Office. 
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commanded by each individual group, (d) sugarcane crop is already being 
grown with· the help of river 'water by resorting to pumping, and (e) the farm 
on this site therefore will give a return from the very commencement of the 
scheme which would not be the case with the site on the east where Jawari 
crops are at present being grown, sugar plantation has not yet established itself 
and pumping from. the river is not used on a large scale. It will take some 
time to get a good return from the eastern site as custom will have to be created 
for sullage effluent by starting a model farm to demonstrate to the cultivator& 
the utility of sullage for sewage farming. With all this, it may be necessary 
on economical grounds to work both the sites in the early stages of the scheme 
to keep down initial cost on the major' works of the scheme, such as collecting 
sewers, etc., and whichever site is found to be morc lucrative will have to be 

fully developed in the final stage of the scheme. 

UllIai Pr~cautions to be taken in working a Sullage-Sewage Farm 

13. It shlJuld, however, be remembered that purification of sullage-sewage 
by bacterial agency is the main object of land treatment. This objective should 
under no circumstances be made subservient to the tendency shown by the 
cultivators in obtaining as much yield as possible from the land, which results 
in making the land sullage-sewage sick in a short time even with alternate 
waterings of fresh water and sullage-sewage. Black cotton soil is retentive of 

moisture, and if the application of sullage-sewage is in excess of what the land 
can absorb, mosquito and other troubles start. Bad smell begins to emanate 

vitiating the atmosphere round about. The difficulty <:an be got over to a 
certain extent by'c under drainage' of the farm at an exorbitant cost and there 

is also no guarantee that it would be successful in getting rid of the trouble 
caused by over-dosages of sullage-sewage. It would, therefore, be necessary 

either to acquire in the first stage of the scheme sufficient land required for 
farming or if no such. land is acquired, steps will have to be taken to control 
farming activities on private land by imposing certain conditions r~garding the 
depth of watering, rotation of crops, the nature of the crops to be grown, and 
so forth. No crop which is likely to be eaten in a 'raw state', i. e. without 
cooking, should be allowed to grow on the farm as far as possible. . Sugarcane 
which is likely to be used for & juice' should be cleaned properly before it is 

allowed to reach the market in order to prevent the spread of typhus and 
other similar diseases. It may not be necessary in the early stages of the 
scheme to acquire any land for cultivation on the west side of the town where 
cultivation of 'sugarcane' is already being practised, and it would' be easy t() 
control farming activities on this site, the C State' agreeing to give in bulk a 

certain quantity of sullage-sewage every day at a fixed rate. 

The whole Scheme call /Je built in Parts 
: • I • ,. 

14- This, in ~hort, is the generaL-outline of the drainge scheme. It is 
not necessary to provide money for completing the whole of it In one single 
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~~ag.e~ 1t ~ be bpilt in " pa.$ " i. e. in se~ral stages by tackling such 3feal 

'Whicb ~re il1 inun~ia.~c: n~ed of relief. Sullag.c only will find its way into the 
dr~nage SJ$tem till the \fater supply rate is incrc3sed to at least 2S to 30 

,gallons per head per day. Similarly, even after the improvement' or water 
supply, it will take ~ long time before' night-soil ' is admitted intO the 'ystem., 
Rere again, the work should be carried out slowly in parts. Those landlords 
w~o are in a position to convert latrines into water...closets should be encouraged 
to do so. It alw~ys takes a long time to get. an th~ latrines converted, 
especially those which ll-re serving the poorer locwties of t~ town. One way 

by which this ac~ion fa~rbe hastened is to give a sub:.idy to the houseoo()wners. 
for every latrine 'cqpverted. 

1mmediate Survey Work Necessary if (l'P.eginnm&, i.r to /Ie tllad< fro", Nf~( 1'ea, 

1 5. As the p'urp~r ~s very anxiou~ to, rnal\e <\ Ql;ginuing on the: scheme 
-as early as p'os~ible and a,s there is a likelihood qf some prQvision being made 

:f~r tl;te sa.me in t~~ ~ext year's b~dget, it is reco~mended that detailed plans 
.of the scheme should be tak~n in hand immedi~tely by deputing to Bombay an 

O!ficer o.f the ~ ~tate t for this purpose assis~ed by ade<luate. ~taff who will be 
guided by ~.e in the preparation of rough plans and block, estimates sufficient 

f9r wprking o~~ approximately the total cost of th~ various alternative schemes 
so as to sele~t the 'most econo~ical and suitable one o,ut of them. . This will 

\ take 3 to 4 months. It will then be possible to submit for the con$ideration 
of the' Durbar full implications of the final scheme in regard to capital outlay 

-and, recurring expen.diture. When this scheme is approv'ed by the Durbar, a 

programm~ wiIi he fixe~ as to how the scheme should be completed in stllges 
'and'detailed plans and esti.ll1ates for each stage ca~ tl)en be ~repared. 

Desir.ilbiiity, of 'a. '. Md!ler.. P.lan t, 

I 6. It 'is also recompIended that a '- 1l}.ast~r ~lap·· should. be erepared 

ftom now for tpe whole o( the town iqcIudin~ fpture extension, so that the 

vari()us utility services, sus:h as water, drainage, ~lectri~i~~ can be p'lanned well 
in advan<;e to meet the future needs of the town in an eCQnomical way. Hap

ha'zaid. planning is always defective and, prov,es. ver.y costlr: in the long run. 

The : n1~ster. pl~~' of course must be flexihle as it may' have to be modified 
,from. time to tim~ due to some unforeseen circumst'lOces. Adeq~ate: water 
sUPRly and· quick. disp,()sal of w3;ste water are. the back-hone of a town develop
ment, and a,tqwn-pla:nqer must act in co-operatioQ with the Eng.ineer eptrusted 

with the work, of inlprovement to w,ater supply. and drainag7. Such co-opera

tion avoids waste. 

Final recommendations' 

17, Th~ follQwing are the. recommendations in- brief. in,regardl to the 

c<wtemplated:drainage.scheme.- ' 
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h) Underground 'Y'ttm of drainage should be introduced from the 

ve!1 tommtnc::ement instead 'of open surface 'drains as such a 
scheme 'CrouM be economical in the tong run lfue to the favoura

ble configuration of the town. 

(i) Watet-"dtriage system sbould be of the ' Separate type'. The 
e~tihg ltutcba drains by the sides of i'oaCls should be utilized.s 
Cot the ptestnt, For the cortveyal1<:t: 'Of storm water, but they 

shC"uld be made pucca in parts as the city develops. ' In the 

areas of the town to be developed under the town-planning 

scheme, it is desirable that underground drains for storm water 

IIhould be constructed from the nry commencement instead of 

open surface drains, if funds permit. 

(3) In designing the sizes of the sewers, care should ~ taken to 

sec that not only the sewers run with self-cleansing velocity 

during the period of minimum flows but they alro are sufficient 

to meet the present and the future requirements of the popu

lation. They should be so aligned and graded that they can 

be either extended or duplicated to meet the future requirements 

i£ th£ tawtr does not develdp in actordante wilL thc_ pre

conceited pIm. 

(4} "the pumping station should be designed in such a manner 

tflat it can be extended to cope with the proportionate increase 

In the quantity ot sullage-sewage due to the increase in the 

supply: o( water per capita and increase in die population. In 

selecti'ng pumps and' the motive power I for driving them» the 

tact tbat electricity woui&' be the final motive power should 

not be lost sight of~ 

The depth, of the pump-well of the pumping station should 

be 50 futed ilia! it sli'ould be' possible to nin independently 

collecting drains from- certain areas direct' to the pumping 

station' to', save cost on' large'main' seWers in the initial stages 

of the scheme. 

(:s-)\ Sullage-sewage on no account should be discharged into the 

river before it is properly treated even in the rainy season, as 

such a course would not be in the interest of the inhabitants of 

the town itself and also of the villagers residing on the down

stream side of die river. 

(6) Thcrohly: treatment' necessary appears to tie preliminary; sed~ 

mentation and land- treatmentl Sufficient, qaantity. of cultivable 

land· is-available for this pUrpose round: about thi, towm 
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" The 'site or sites for"the 'farm"should be selected very judi
.. ciously both from economical, and sanitary points of view. 

Alternate waterings of fresh water and sullage-sewage should be 
provided for. 

When sullage-sewage is not required for application on land 
during the monsoon. or in the cold weather, it should be stored 
in 'lagoons' for being discharged into the river during heavy 
floods only. 

Percolation of sullage-sewage from farm land should 
not be allowed to enter the river. Catch-water drains should 
be construct~d for the purpose and the percolation should be 
returned to land again for further treatment. 

,(7) In fixing the sizes of sewers, the capacity of pumping 
stations, etc., care should be taken to keep the expenditure in 
the initial stages of the scheme down to a minimum to avoid 
extra burden on the present rate-payer by catering for the 
requirements of the future generation. 

(8) That a special officer from the State with adequate staff should 
be deputed to Bombay for preparing plans and block estimates 
and also a financial forecast of the scheme showing the initial 
capital outlay and the recurring expenditure thereof after taking 
into consideration the return likely to be obtained from 'farming'. 
After the Durbar approves of this scheme, it should be divided 
into suitable stages in accordance with funds available and 
detailed working drawings for each stage should be prepared by 
the same officer to enable, the work on" the same being started. 

(9) That a flexible 'master plan' of the proposed improvements and 
new developments should be prepared from now, and the 
various utility services, such as water, sewerage, etc. should be 
planned in accordance with the same to avoid waste. 

Note {or the C~unciJ dated 2-2-1944. 

S. S. Naik 
Consulting Engineer. 

I have great pleasure in presenting to the Council a preliminary 
report regarding a drainage scheme for Kolhapur City. (Copies of the report 
have already been circulated ). The report is self-explanatory and does not 
need any comments. I would, howevei, draw the attention of the Council 
specially to para 17 of the report which summarises the recommendations. 
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2. It will be seen that the main features of the scheme proposed therein 
are the following:-

(a) A scheme of underground drainage is likely to be cheaper than 
a scheme of surface drainage in the natural conditions prevailing in Kolhapur 
(Para 8 ). , 

(b) An elastic master-plan of the drainage of the whole city, inclu
sive of extensions, should be got ready in the first instance. (Para 16). 

(c) The whole scheme should not be taken up at once for execution; 
rather the ideas of the master-plan should be worked out step by step in a 
period of about 20 years. (Para 14). -

(d) Underground drains should be constructed from now, for the 
present they will carry sullage and ultimately sewage when the water suVply is 
improved" ( Para 8 ). 

The other points dealt with in the report are purely technical and 
need not be discusserl here. 

3. I recommend that the report may generally be approved as a basis 
for working out further details. 

4. A reference to para I 5 of the report will show that the whole scheme 
has been divided into 4 stages:-

(a) Approval of the Preliminary Report. 

(b) Preparation and approval of the financial forecast. 

(c) Preparation of a definite Master-plan and a Programme spread 
over a number of years. 

{d) Execution of the scheme. 

5. We must now turn our attention to the second step i. c. the prepara
tion of the financial forecast. For this purpose, it is necessary to take the 
following measures:-

(a) Mr. S. S. Naik will have to come and stay at 'Kolhapur for 
about a week and study carefully all the data already collected. He will also 
give detailed instructions to local officers regarding any additional data that 
may have to be collected. 

(b) 1\1r. B. L. Jadhav should collect all such data ( with the help of 
temporary staff, if necessary) and should go to Bombay for the preparation of 
a financial forecast, early in April. Mr. S. Y. Desai should also be deputed in 
June for the same purpose. It is hoped that the whole work will be ready by 
the end of June 1944. (Vide recommendation No. 8 of the report). 

I request the Council to approve of these proposals. 

6. COIts : The amount of money likely to be. required for the scheme 
during this year is Rs. 5.000 as under':':"':" 
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,Rs. 750 Honorarium to be paid, to Mr. S. S. Naik.~ 

" 3~000 Cost of the temporary establishment necessary to be 
employed for the scheme in Kolhapur and in Bombay. 

" 1,250 Travelling and other sundry expenses. 

I request the Council to sanction this amount. 

M. R. BAGWE 
Revenue Minister, Kolhapur. 

" Approved the preliminary report of Mr. S. S. Naik on Kolhapur 

~rainage and approved expenditure of Rs. 5,000 by the Municipality for the 
preparation of a financial forecast. 

Opinion of Mr. N. V. l\lodak, City Engineer, Bombay 
on the Seheme prepared by Mr. S. S. Naik. 

Mr. S. S. Naik, consulting Engineer, Bombay, showed me the. data ~ol
.lected by Mr. Jadhav, Ex. Engineer, Kolhapur State, for the preparation of a 
drainage scheme for the City of Kolhapur and I got an opportunity of studying 
the same on site during my recent visit to Kolhapur ( 20th to 2 3rd September 

. . 
1944). I. attended a meeting of the City Development Board at. the request 
of Mr. Naik when I was asked by him to express an opinion on the drainage 
'Scheme under preparation for the information of the members' of the Board 

which I did then. Mr. Naik has now asked me to reproduce in brief my talk 

at the meeting. I am therefore giving below, from memory, a brief summary 
of the same. 

2. A satisfactory drainage scpeme has to satisfy generally the following 
ocnditions: -

, (I) The main collecting -sewers must follow most convenient and shortest 

routes according to the contours and should convey sewage from the houses to 
the main point of collection as quickly as possible in order to keep it ·sweet'. 
The prevention of'septicity' helps to keep down the 'cost of disposal works. It 
also presents emanation of foul and offensive' odours which usually result when 

'Sewage to be- treated reaches in a septic ,condition either at the point of col

l~ction or disposal. 

(2) The sizes of grades of sewers &hould be such as to create self-cleansing 
velocities in the initial stages of the scheme when sewage admitted into the 
system is not adequate to satisfy running' half full ' or "Cfull' conditions required 
for self-cleansing velocit~es due to the insufficiency of the City's water, supply. 
Stagnation of solid' organic water contained in sewage or sullage takes. place 
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under these conditions. This leads to the production HzS gas which has an 
adverse effect on the sewers if they are not properly ventilated. In the majority 
of cases, water supply is improved after the introduction of the drainage system 
and consequently, in the initial stages only sullage has perforce to be admitted 
into the sewers and the night soil is con~inued to ~ removed s~parateJy on 
head loads for a number of years. 

3. The site selected for the disposal works must not convey bad odours to 
any pait of the City and that the method of treatment adopted must be suited 
to meet local requirements' from the sanitary and hygienic p~ints of view. 
There should not be the slightest chance of any river or stream being polluted 
by the discharge of treated sewage, daily or occasionally, so as to endanger 
public health. ' 

There should be sufficient room for expansion as and when needed 
. ami that the works should be capable of being expanded to turn out an effluent 

-of a higher d~gree of purity if it becoqtes imperative due to a change in the 
public' opinion. 

4. Conditions 1 and z ~o appear to apply satisfactorily to the lay-out 
.of the sewers and the sites selected for th(: pumping stations. The lines select
ed for the alignment of main collecting sewers follow· convenient routes and 
-are short in length as far as practicable. The natural physical conditions of the 
City are favourable for laying these sewers to self-cleansing grades without 
very deep excavation. The gradients selected are such as would create s~lf

-cleansing velocities with minimum flows expected in the initial stages of the 
scheme. Provision has also been made to introduce 'waste' water from 
ground tanks into the head manholes of the collecting sewers to improve con
ditions of Bow for some months of the year in the initial stages of the scheme 
when sullage only will be admitted into the sewers and the rate of water-supply 
woul~ not exceed 10 to 12 gallons per head per day. 

5. The most suitable point for the collection of sewage appears to be 
the north-west end of the City in the proximity of Brahmapuri area. The 
·sewage can be conveyed to this point from all the parts of the City by gravity. 
After collectioll at this point sewage will have to be lifted by pump to the 
• disposal works '. The main pumping station will, therefore, be constructed 
at this point. 

6. The existing and a part of the future extensions of the City will be 
drained to the main pumping station referred to in para 5 above by two majn 
colleCting sewers A and B. (Vide Index plan). Sewer A will start from 
Kalamba Reservoir an~ will run in a northerly direction up to the main 
pumping station. In order to increase the How through this sewer in the 
initial stages of the scheme, the Rankala channel will be connected thereto at 
.a point close to Ubha Maruti. It will ~so receive a large quantity of waste 
water from private borings, wells 'etc. 1.',' . 



· . i Jr' 'should be possible to connect sewer &H' directly -by gravity, to the 

main pump jog station by ·flattening the grades. If this were done. good sc:l£
cleansing velocities would not be created in this sewer in the initial stages of 

the schem~' and the cost of maintaining it in a satisfactory condition would be 
considerable. As pointed out before, this may have an adverse effect on the. 
material of the sewers. Mr. Jadhav has done well in recommending the 

installat,iol) Qf an ~uxiliary pumping station on the sewer before it is connected 

with the mlJ.il) pumping station. Sewer B will start from a point south -east 

of RajarallJ. plJ.ri and will I"Qn up to the auxiliary pumping station, which will 

be locateq ~t :l convenient point in the compound of the Victoria Maratha • 

Boarding JJo~se. The sewage from the auxiliary pumping station will be 
pumped through a small length of rising main into a high level gravitation 
sewer to l1e connected with the main pumping station. 

:rhe 'waste' from Padmala Tank and the flow of • litti nala' will 
be picked up at cohvenient points into this sewer (sewer B) to improve &60\V~ 
in the initial stages of the scheme. 

Witp the s~me obj~ct in view, r.tQrm water will be introduced in 

~!lth the sewers A & B at convenient poi~ts in the initial stages of the scheme. 

7· n :Jppe~rs that due to f<J,vpurable gradie~ts available the sizes of the 
sevy~rs ( l1l'lm ). will be on the lower side •. They will vary from 9" to 27" 
·or 30 ". Thes!= size!! will b.~ a,qeqlJate tp cope with the peak load plans in the 

final stage~ Qf ~he schem.e "n~er 2/3rd full condition. They will also create 
self-c1e~n"&ing velQ~ities Qf 2t to 3 ft. pc;r second with the minimum flow 

expected in dIe io\tial st~g~s of t\te s~h~ll\e. 

8. TIte auxiIia~y pumping station will serve; Satmari, a.nd the new and 

proposed extensions on the south-east side of the City. A separate sewer to 

pick up drainage of Satmari, Khasbag and Laxmipuri areas will be laid and 

connected with the auxil.iary p/.¥llpipg' statiOl~. Any other areas, which may 

be develo~d, hereafter caQ be-drained, dir~cdy into this station by laying gra~ 

vitation sewers. There !!hQlddl the~efore. be no difficulty in connecting with , . 
the drainage; system any part of t,he proposed extension of the City on this side. 

This station will also be useful in diverting the sewage from nearly 
2/3rd of the City to another point fOl C disposal • - if it becomes necessary to 

do ~o in the distant future either due to the desire of the inhabitants of the 

town to remove treatment works further away from the City or due to the 
insufficiency of the area of the land on & Ambewadi I side where sewage is 

proposed to be treated in the early stages of the scheme. This aspect is dealt 

with in the later part of this note. 

9. The decision to di~ide the ~eme in three stages is a wise. one. The 

population and rates of water-supply assumed in the thr~e stages appear to be 
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reasonable. It is assumed that in the initial stages of the scheme, the population 
will be 1.7. lakhs and that the rate of water-supply per capita will be- about 8 
to 10 gallons. In the 2nd stage the population is assumed to reach a figure 
of 2 lakhs and the rate of water-supply to stand between 25 to 30 ~llons per 
capita; and in the third or final stage the population will reach ol figure of 2{ 
lakhs and the water-supply will be improved so as to give a rate of 40 gallons 
per capita. 

10. Coming to the question of 'disposal works' it appears that Mr. 
Naik had recommended' land treatment' in his preliminary report and that 
after preliminary survey he finds that the site for the 'sewage farm' on the 
west side (Ambewadi) is more favourable than that on the 'Uchgaon' side 
for various obvious reasons. The only drawback of the former side is its close 
proximity to the City and that it is in the direction of 'prevailing winds '. 
Modern sewage disposal works, if properly maintained, are free from smell. 
There should, therefore, be no anxiety on this account. The sewage will not 
be applied to land' raw • but it would be diluted with river water in the initial 
stages of the scheme. A sewage farm grown with raw sewage smells. But 
when sewage is applied after dilution, the farm looses its offensive character. 
Besides, if nuisance is at all felt, sewage may be further treated and then 
applied to land to remove this defect. Sugar industry is already established on 
the west side and if the farm were loc~ted on this side the scheme will bring 
in some return from the very commencement which would not be the case if 
the • farm' were located on Uchgaon side. There is also no propriety in 
pumping the sewage to an additional height of 100 ft. from the commence
ment simply. because it is feared by some that bad smells may be received by 
the inhabitants of a part of City when the prevailing winds are unfavourable. 

The main point that under no circumstances water-supply of the 
river should be polluted is common and proper steps have to be taken to prevent 
the pollution of the river by subjecting sewage to proper treatment before dis
charging it into the river. 

It. As pointed out before, the method of treatment will be application 
on land. Sewage will first be passed through ~ ditritus tank of suitable design 
after it is screened and then a.dmitted into a settling tank of requisite capacity 
and of the continuous flow type. 

The settled sewage will then be applied on bnd after dilution with 
fresh water. A special pumping station will be installed on the river to pump
river water required for dilution. Waterings will be given according to the 
kind of crop. Rotation of crops will be insisted upon to prevent land getting 
sewage sick. The land under treatment will be suitably drained with cross. 
and straight trenches running parallel to the river and the water collected by 
the trenches will be pumped back into the settling tJ.nk. \Vhen sewage will 
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not be required _~or appli~ati~n '~n land ~it~e; du~ to incessant raifts or any 

unfor~seen causes, it, w~,:Pc: treated first ~n a tw~stage, ~hallow p~ating filter 
and the filtered effluen~ will be chlorina~ed, if necessaIJ", before discharging it 
into the river. The discharge of the filtered effluent will take place when the 
river'is in floods and consequently there will not be the least chance of the' 
river. water being polluted duriog this period. 

\ 12. It would be worth while to experiment on a "fish ~nd ". The 

excess sewage (settled) when not .required for' application' ~n l:md can be 
allowed to run into a ~'Fish pond." Fish pond requires a good deal of water • 
for dilution and this can be obtained from the river close by. 

13. There are more than 1500 acres of land under sugar cane culti

vation on Ambewadi ,side. All this area can be brought under command of the 

.sewage farm. It is proposed to lease about soo acres of land on this side to 
start with to show to the cultivators the advantages of sewage farming. The 

recommendation to run a model farm on this side ana to collect data of the 

working of the shallow filters with the help of an agriculturist and chemist is 

liound and it should be accepted without hesitation. The farm may be extended 

as the scqe~e ,progresses. 

14. The scheme is elastic and whatever works will be constructed in 

the various stages of the scheme will not be wasted but they will form a part 

of the 'big comprehensive scheme of the distant future. It can therefore be 
built in parts as funds permit. Care should be taken in designing the auxiliary 

pumping station so that it can be easily converted into a main pumping station 

when land on Uchgaon side is to be brought under cultivation. The , question 

of utilising " slope" from the settling t.anks for the production of sludge gas 

by digestion ,should be considered from now. 

15' I am glad to note that the financial forecast of the scheme will include 

"the fonowing items:-
-

I. Subvert main collecting sewers; pumping stations; Rising mains; 

Half-full sewer; disposal works; Pail depots~ staff quarters, .chemical 

laboratory, office building, equipment and apparatus for the cleaning 

of sewers and maintenance of pumping stations. 

2. House connections, subsidies, to be paid to the owners of private 

buildings to convert the exi~ting privies into water-flushed latrines 

or to construct a new water-closet in lieu of the existing privy

( These will depend upon the owner's ability to pay) compensation 

to be paid for damages that. may take place while th~ f.ewe~s are 
under construction. Conveniences such as latrine~ moris, etc. in 

, -aU Municipal and State bUildings, conversion of all the public 
latrines and urinels into \vater-closets and connecting them to the 
sewage system. 

, j 
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. J~:~ S~~~' ~~t~~.gr~n~it~h ~i~= ~h~~n.~n~sin~ o~' ~~~~) .~~ w~ter 
',' courSeS'and such other" works necessary, for the efficitnl disposal of 

~, • ...' -" iff / c: "t~ It,' .~f( ".., ~... '-: - "I", ._ ' ... 
, storm-water. ,. - '. 

"!' ;:n- r! ' :1 \.. , 1', .. ~ r'1 ~ ',.; 
".,' nts will give a clear idea'to the MuniCipality of its total1~blIity when 

the Schefue~is' tinaJIycorripretb'd. It is also noted' that a statement showing the 
Tunning expenditure to be incurred in the three 6tages of the sch~me will be 
attachep ,to ,\1)e pnancia} forecast. 

'. . . 
.. , .. , .." • f ~ 

. 16. ' It' snould be possible to complete all the works included in the three 
stages of the scheme in 8 to I 0 years' time if unforeseen difficulties do not crop 
up. It should also be possible to bring part of the first stage of the: scheme 
into operation in about 2l to 3 years' time from the date of starting the work 
on the scheme. After this, it fwould be 'possible to tackle the drainage of several 
parts:o{ ine City-'one after anothet. That part which is most -tongested and 
insaOitary! should be: given' priority. The works iIi the first 'st~ge' should 
be so commenced that they should begin to function as soon as completed. 
This will result in obtaing immediate return on the money spent. 

'. 

N. V.MODAK 

Notejor the Council, dated 25-10-44 

I have great pleasure in submitting to the Council a note regarding 
the Drainage Scheme for Kolhapur City. The note has been prepared by Mr. 
N. V. Modak, the City Engineer of Bombay. Mr. Modak is considered to be 
the best authority in India on problems of underground drainage and his book 
on "Sewage Disposal" has become a classic. His opinion-therefore, has great 
value and augurs well for the success of the scheme. 

2. I understand from Messrs B. L. Jadhav and S. S. Naik that the 
financial forecast of the scheme will be ready by the end of December. It will 
be placed before the Council in due course. 

3. As I look at the problem, it is not necessary to wait till such details 
as the financial forecast etc., are ready. With the completion of the Chambu
khadi scheme, the supply of water to the city will be about 40 gallons per head 
per day. Unless we have a drainage system for removing all the water that 
will be supplied to the City, this additional supply of water will be a nuisance 
and a curse. In the interest of the health of the City, it is therefore necessary 
to have a proper drainage system and it cannot be abandoned or postponed 
because of financial or any other consideration. I therefore feel that the 
.drainage scheme is inescapable and req9.~t the Council to give its decision on 
the point. 



,4. Wor~ on the preliminary measures of the drainage scheme will start 
next year. But unless we move from now, it will be impossible to secure the 
machinery etc., that we need in good time. I, therefor~, propose that Mr. 
S. S. Naik should be requested to work out the detailed- requirements in this 
direction for· the first stage of the scheme and submit them to the Council. 
As soon as' these arc approvQi, orders should be placed regarding the machinery 
and\other equipmen.t that ,!e need. 

M. R. BAGWE 
- Revenue Minister, Kolhapur. 

G. R. R. D.No. 868/44, dated 2-11-:4-4:. 

~dministrative approval was 'granted to the Revenue Minister's 
proposals for the working out of a Drainage Scheme for Kolhapur City; and 
it was further resolved that action to implement the scheme should be started 
immediately. 

• 'f' ~ 



KOLHAPUR CITI DRAINAGE PROJECT. 

d note on 1M abrr.Je scheIM and .its . .financial forecast 
prepared by Mr. S. S. Naill, Consulting .engineer 

As suggested by me in Oause 8 of para 17 of my report on drainage 
scheme for the City of Kolhapur, Mr. Jadhav, the Executive Engineer, was 
deputed to Bombay for receiving instructions from me to collect data and 
carry out survey work required for the preparation of the total cost of the 
scheme and the financial forecast. After Mr. Jadhav had collected the infor
mation and fixed the alignments of the main collecting sewers, I visited Kolha
pur and inspected with him the lines of the proposed sewers and the sites 
selected for the location of pumping stations and disposal works. During my 
stay at Kolhapur, a meeting of the Advisory Board for City Development was 
arranged where I explained to the members the salient features of the scheme, 
especially in regard to the selection of the site of the disposal works as disclosed 
to me after careful study of the data collected by Mr. }adhav. I pointed out 
to the members the reasons why Ambewadi site has been selected by me for 
the location of the disposal works in the first instance. Mr. }adhav has now 
completed the preliminary plans and rough estimates for the scheme and I am 
therefore in a position to give rough estimates of the costs thereof together 
with the financial forecast. 

"~hole scheme'lo be completed in 9 yetlrs. 

2. I had suggested before that the whole scheme should be completed 
in 8 to 10 years' time from the commencement but I now find that the most 
convenient time limit would be 9 years so as to divide it into two stages, the 
first of 5 years and the second of 4- years. 

It should be possible to complete the whole of the scheme in a 
shorter period but looking to the present conditions it is doubtful whether 
materials and labour would be available for the next five years even if the war 
were to come to an end early next year. It is no use spending a large amount of 
money when the prices of materials and labour are high. 

Cost of the whole scheme. 

3. The cost of the whole scheme when completed, i. e. at the end of 9 
years from the date of commencement will be about Rs. 58 lakhs as detailed 
below:-

(1) Land compensation for the - different works 
such as collecting sewers, pumpmg stations, 
disposal works etc. Rs. 86,000 

C. F. Rs. 86,000 
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B. O. Rs. 86,000 

(2) Four main collecting sewers A, B, C and D 
including manholes, ventilating columns, Bush. 
ing tanks, s. w. overflows and other appurte-
nances ( vide index plan). Rs. 6,77,809 

(3) Branch, sub-branch and lateral sewers, includ
ing manholes, vent columns, Bushing tanks and 
other appurtenances draining into the four 

main sewers A, B,.Cand D. Rs. 17.+3.700 

(4) 2 pumping stations ( one main and one auxi
liary) including p~mps, generating sets, work
shop, rising mains, balancing tank, outfall 
sewer and other accessories to lift and convey 
sewage to disposal works to be located at 

Ambewadi (vide index plan). Rs. 13,25.900 

(5) Disposal works including screens, detritus 
tanks, preliminary settling tanks, bio-filters, 
main effluent carriers and channels, dilution 
tank and pumping main and pumping phnt 
for river water. digestion tank and sludge 
drying beds. Rs. 10,00,000 

(6) Staff quarters for men employed at pumpmg 
stations and disposal works both m the city 
and at the farm. Rs. 2,0~,4-00 

(7) Canalisation of Jiti Nalla. Rs. 1,25.000 

(8) Conversion of the existing public conveniences 
into water flushed and construction of new 
public conveniences at convenient sites and 
construction of 10 cart depots and 10 pail 
depots. Rs. 72 ,000 

(9) Subsidy to be paid for conversion of existing 
latrines on dry system into W.lter flushed at 
premises the owners of which are not well off 
to bear the whole expenditure of conversion. Rs. 1,00,000 

(10) House connections for connecting house drain-
age to municipal sewers. Rs. 2,25,000 

Total Rs. 55,63,Hoo 

(11) Add fot; special too15 and plant and super-
vision charges at 4- p. c. Rs. 2,22,55 2 

Rs. 57,86,35'2 
or Say Rs. 5 g I~khs. 
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The above estimates are based on pre-war rates prevailing in Kolhapur 
with sufficient allowance to cover the present increase in prices due to condi

tions created by the \Var, in consultation with Mr. Jadhav who assures me 
that they are on the safe side and that there is no likelihood of their being 

exceeded. On the contrary, he is hoping that if the present &ituation is eased 

in a couple of years, there would be some saving on 'these estimates. Due to 
war, it is difficult to estimate accurately the cost of the various machinery and 

appliances as the rates are fluctuating day to day but the provisions in the esti

mate are made to suit the pr~vailing market rates. 

These estimates do not make provision for the construction of branch 

sewers and laterals required for the various town planning schemes under con

templation by the State as it is but legitimate that the cost thereof should be 
borne by the town-pla~ning schemes themselves. The levels of the main col

lecting sewers and branches included in the present scheme have been so kept 

that the sewers from the areas to be town-planned hereafter can drain by 

gravity into them without any difficulty. The town planning areas excluded 

from the scheme and the points where their sewage can be connected with the 

sewers to be laid under the present scheme are shown on the index plan. 

Principal feature if each item included in the main estimate. 

+. The following is the brief description of the important features of 
-each individual item included in the main estimate, ad seriatim:-

Item (I) Land compensation. 

Provi&ion has been made in the estimate for the acquisition of land 

required for the location of two pumping stations (one main ~nd one auxiliary) 

and for certain items of disposal works. There are a few buildings standing on 

the ,site selected for the disposal works and these buildings will have to be ac

quired after paying due compensation. 

Item (2) Main col/ectillg Slwt:rs etc. 

There will be in all four main collecting sewers A, B, C, & D. 

S~wer A ,,;m drain a part of Mangalwar, Varun Tirtha, Sakoli, 

Dhotri, 'Ut~a~~.sh~ar, Shuk~.lwar and a part of Juna Budhwar area. It will also 
pic~-.lJP \-.:.l&te overflows from V~ru~' Tirtha, waterlogged, are~ of S.lkoli and 

( • I. v ~ 

irrigation ch~IHld fr~m R.mkala ~ank. and Dhobighat. 
, ~. . 

- Sewer B will serve Rajaram Puri, Syke's Extension and Shahupuri. 

It will also serve the Tambai Park: area a~ld the e."tension' round <Ibout when 

they are dcyeloped. 

Sewer C will drain, pld race course, Sathmari, Kh.lsabag, part of 

l\1angalwa.r.,Laxmipuri and area round about l\t!erry Weather market. This 

se\ver will al~o recei\'c sewage from Shabu :Mill area right upto Poona Belgaum 

road .and tl~at . to the south west of B/\Yard. Besides, it will pick up waste 
water flow from Pad mala, Ravaneshwar Tank and Jiti Kalh. 



'Sewer ,D will drain area round about A. E. Hospital, part of 
Shanwar: Peth,' part of Budhwar' Peth, Dasara Chowk and Maharwada. ' l 

. . ;Th~ sewers have; been designed for the future population ~f 25 0 000 

Oat the rate of 30 gallons per head per day when running half-full. There ~ 
thus ample margin to accommodate additional sewage if the water supply is, 
increased, from 30 to 40 gallons per capita. The sewers will be laid to'such 
g\adients that self-cleaning velocity will be created therein with the minimum 
flow expected in the initial stages of the scheme. The admissi~n of waste water 
overflows in sewers A & C will be helpful in keeping the sewers clean in the 
initial stages. In order to obtain similar effect in sewer B, flushing tanks will
be provided at the head manholes which will be worked only during the initial 
stages of the scheme. Sewer D does not require sllch arrangement as it will 
receive the discharge from the auxiliary pumping station. 

Ventilators will be provided on the sewers at intervals varying from 
500 feet to 600 fto to let out the foul gases generated in the sewers. Besides. 
the vent columns on houses when connected with the sewerage system will 
~erve t~e saf?Je purpose. 

Stoneware and/or hume pipes will be used in the construction of 
these sewers and their sizes will vary from 6" to 33". The total length of the 
main seWers will be about six miles. 

Itfm (3) 'Branch S(wfrs ftC: 

The length of branch and lateral sewers included in this item is for 
draining the city as it exists today, viz. consisting of A, B, C, D & E Wards. 
~nd their total length will be about 47 miles. As pointed out before, the 
l~ngth of sewers to be laid in connection with the future town-planning 
s<;:hemes has not been included in the present estimate. 

Itfm (4) Pumping stations ftC: 

There will be two_pumping'stations (one main and one auxiliary) .. 
Main sewers B & C will empty their contents into the sump of the auxiliary 
pumping station and will be lifted therefrom through a small length of rising 
main into collecting sewer D which in turn will empty its contents into the 
sump of the main pumping station. The sewage therefrom will again be lifted 
along with that brought by the main collecting 'sewer A and discharged after 
passing through a balanCing tank into \10 outfall sewer which will convey it to 
the disposal ·works. 

The auxiliary pumping station will be so designed that if in future 
it is decided to change the site of the effluent farm from Ambewadi to Ujgaon~ 
it should be possible to do so with minimum cost by exchanging the pumping 
ptant and by laying a new risin~ ~airi to the disposal works to be located at 
Ujgaon. • ~.)('~ . ' 
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The main pumping station in that c:ase will continue t~' discharge 
into the out~all sewer leading to ~he disposal Works at Ambewadi as proposed 
under the present scheme. 

Sufficient room will be left at each pumping station to enable addi
tional pumps be~ng installed in the 'various stages as the population grows and 

the water supply increases. 

It is intended to run the pumping stations on electricity from the 
very commencement and generating sets have been provided for this purpose. 
In the initial stage of the scheme these sets will run on crude oil engines but 
when the sludge is digested they will be converted to run on sludge gas. It is 
believed that the gas so obtained will be sufficient to generate electricity 
required for working the two pumping stations and a few appurtenances at the 
disposal works saving thereby the cost of fuel required for working the pumping 
stations. In the financial forecast hereafter put up, r.o credit has been given 
for this gas to err on the safe side. 

Item (5) Disposal 'fPorks. 

The sewage aftet passing through a screening chamber, detritus 
tank and preliminary settling tanks will be applied on land for growing sugar 
cane and other suitable crops. As the effluent will be rich in nitrogen, steps 
will have to be taken either to use it on land after sufficient dilution with river 
water or by resorting to alternate watering of fresh water and effluent. This 
can easily be done by the cultivators who have their own pumping arrange
ments for pumping river or well water. I am assured that the cultivators will 
be too glad to use the effluent as it will save them considerable money which 
they are at present spending on the purchase of artificial manures. It is pro
posed to sell the effluent to the cultivaton on the nitrogen content basis and 
this will be determined in the laboratory provided at the disposal works. 
Though every drop of effluent is likely to be in demand by the cultivators, it 
is proposed to lease 500 acres of land not so far used for sugar cane, cultivation 
to demonstrate to the farmers the value of humus contained in, the effluent 
and its suitability for growing sugar cane and other valuable crops. Such a 
farm will also have a great educational value as a number of experiments can 
be carried out on the various varieties of sugar cane, methods of cultivation 
etc. with a view to ascertain the most advantageous and lucrative method of 
cultivation. The experimental farm may also be utilised for supplying the 
right type of seeds to the cultivators. 

In the rainy season or on days when effluent will not be required 
for application on land, it will be passed through a bio-filter and then stored 
in a fish pond. When it is found necessary to discharge the effluent stored in 
the fish pond into the river it will be firs~ .. treated with chlorine gas and then 
discharged into the river. There will therefore be no chance of the river 
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water being' polluted. A fish pond hol~ ~en 'recommended as sufficient water 
is available ill tbe river for dilution purposes' ~nd as fish is at present imported 
from Ratna~~ri and -ottIer places. It is found that fish ponds give considerable 
return in other countries where ther are in use. The central Advisory Com
mittee, for Fish is taking keen interest in this matter and are taking steps to 
establish fish ponds for the utilisation of the sewage effluent in various parts of 
the country. 

\ It is also intended to work the bio-filter all the year round in the 
initial stages of the scheme with a view to find out whether dilution of efHuent 
with river water can be dispensed with. 

The sludge from the preliminary settling tanks will be first conso
lidated and then digested in a digestion tank and the gases generated therefrom 
w ill be used in generating electricity required for driving pumping machinery 
and the other appurtenances at disposal works as mentioned before. The 
digested sludge will be dried on suitably designed sludge drying beds. There: 
will be a market for this dried sludge as it will cor:ttain about 2l p. c. nitrogen 
and 3 p. c. phosperic acid. For this reason this factor has been taken into 
-consideration in the financial forecast. 

Sufficient area of land for the application of effluent expected in the 
final stage of the scheme is available at Ambewadi site and there will therefore 
be no necessity of shifting the same to Ujgaon on this account. 

llem (6) Staff quarters: 

Provision has been nude to house the staff engaged at the pumping 
stations as well as the staff such as Agricultural Supervisor, Chemist, Laboratory 
Assistant etc. working at the disposal works. It is in the interest of the admini
stration to provide quarters for thi~ staff as they are required to be at the works 

for 2+ hours. 
Item (7) Cdnalising rf lit; lValla : 

\Vhen tbe sewerage systeni is executed, there will be no Bow in this 
Nalla except in the monsoon and that too will consist of storm water and 
.occasional overflow from the sewers. All the sullage water which finds its 
way into this Nalla at present will be picked up at convenient point~ and 
a.dmitted into the sewers in the firiit !'.tage of the scheme. 

l/all (8) COIli.'cTS;r.,/1 if the exist/i1g public prr.·ir!s (tc. 

The necessity of this iten, is obviolls. Public conveniences which are 
.on the dry system must be converted into water rlu..,hcd btrines. Similarly, it 
is necessary to construct cart depots and pail depot:. fi)r discharging night wil 
into the sewerage system through hoppers at com'enient roints. 

Item (9) Subsidy to /Y}IISCtJ'U'lhTS f7;r conversi'J» ofprr.:les liJ/f) 'U:ater closets. 

There would be certain house owners who would not be in a position 
to bear the cost of conversion of their privies into water c1oset~ and it is but 
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proper t~at they should be helped to do ~his wo~k by paying th~m a subsidy. 
It is hoped that. provision made under this head will be sufficient .fo~ this 
purpose •. 

Item (10) Street Connections: 

f'1' part provision for connecting 4000 ho~s 'with the sewers has 
been ~ade in this estimate. As the scheme develops and the house owners 
come forward to connect the house drains with the sewers, provisio~ shoUld be 
made from year to year in the revenue budget. The usu.l experience is that it 
takes a long time before all the house drains in a town are connected with the 

sewerage system. 

l~em (II) Tools and Plant and supervision charges : 

This item provides for the special tools and plant required ior the 
execution of the work as well as for supervision of the:work during construc
tion. 

Recurring expendlillre per annum. 

5, It is suggested that the cost of the scheme should be met partly by 
requesting the Durbar to give half the estimated.cost as free grant and partly 
by raising a loan at Durbar's guarantee repayble in 30 years at 4% intere"t. 
The recurring expenditure to be incurred per annum on maintaining the works 
efficiently and in a satisfactory condition will amount to Rs. 253000/- exclusiv:: 
of the annual instalment for the repayment of the loan to be raised includir:g 
interest thereon as detailed below:-

(I) General Supervision on ( Staff) 

(2) ;\;Iaintenance of sewers and civil works ( staff 
only) 

(3) :Maintenance of pumping. stations (staff only) 

'(4} Disposal works (staff only) 

(5) Recurring expenditure on running of the m.lchi
nery such as pumps etc. including that on the 

Rs. 6,00C 

Rs. 30,000 

Rs. 18,000 

Rs. 19,000 

efHuent farm Rs. 1,43,000 

( There is a likelihood of some saving being 
effected on this item with the use of sludge gas 

but to err on the safe side, this has not been 
taken into account ). 

(6) Renewal fund for machinery at 3 p. c. Life 
20 years. Rs. 37,0('0 

Rs.2,53,OCO 
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If tliA l1urhar agrees to give 'half the cost viz. Rs. 1;9 faittt as (reo 
grant; the~ iecurr:ing expenditure inclusive of the interest' and, 'sinking funid 
charges on dle loan of Rs. 29 lakhs to be raised by the Municipality· will be 
sayaboQt Rs. 3.42,400 (Rs. 2,53,000 plus, Rs. 89,400). If on the other 
hand, t~,e. wh<?!e a~ount of Rs. 58 lakhs is required to be found by the Muni
cipality br r:aising a loan payabie in 30 years at 4 per cent interest, the total 
recur~ing expendit~re per annum will amount to Rs. 4,31,800 (Rs. 2,5 3,0~o 
p\QS Rs. I~78,80o for repayment onoan of Rs. 58 lakhs including interest.) 

Return from tlk scheme. 

6. Against the recurring expenditure of ~. 3'42,~00 the return likely' 
• !:. 4,3 I, 00 

to be obtained by the sale of effluent and sludge and the use thereof on 
model farm together with the saving likely to accrue on 'conservancy' will be 
about Rs. 5'8 l<!-khs as given below:-

(1) Sale of effluent and digested sludge. Rs. 3,03,000t 

(2) Return from Model farm (sugar cane and sun-
dry crops). 1,76,000 

(3) Savjng on conservalJ,CY es~al;>lishment. Rs. 1,00,000,

Rs. S,79,000§ 
Say Rs. 5"8 lakhs. 

~ The' expenditure at present incurred on conservancy by the MUDI
cipality is Rs. 90,000 for collecting night soil from 4000 latrines. Though 
this number is bound to increase at the end of ten years, the cost to be incurred 
on this head has only been taken at 1,00,000). 

t The income to be derived from this source would increase to Rs. 
5,04,000 when the population would increase to 2 lakhs in the year 1981 as 
the rate for the sale of the effluent is based on the nitrogen content of the 
effluent. The figure of Rs. 3,03,000; is based on a population of 1,20,000 
which is expected to remain -constant till the completion of the whole scheme. 

§The income of Rs. 86,000 derived at present from the levy of 
}1alalkhore tax on certain houses has not been deducted from the saving of 
Rs. 5'8 lakhs as it is recommended that this cess should be converted into a 
, sanitary cess' for all the houses in the city and the income under this head 
should be allowed to continue. j , 

It is apparent from the figures that the scheme will not only be self
supporting but will bring in an additional revenue to the extent of about 
2'38/1'49 lakhs per annum according to the extent of the funds to be raised 
by the Municipality to nieet the estimated cost of Rs. 58 lakhs either by 
borrowing half the amount or full ~ount. Taking the worst case and assuming 
that calculations made in regard to the income to be obtained by the sale of 
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effluent and, srudge as well as the return from tbe model effluent farm go wrong 

and that ~he ret~rn . 'un4er the tWo he~ a~ally' re~~ ~is p.l}ly half viz" 
( 1"5+ + 0"88 ) the seheme-~iH-be-seJf,,:~ppprting if the Municipality has to 

borrow only 29 lakbs and the rema.il)ing 29 la1s.hs 'Qf _~s are given by 
aov~~oment" -If however the Municipality nas to borrow ~ l\'hole amount of 
Rs, SR lak~s there will.be a deficit of abouhRs .. ,90,0'OP wbjch, tJJe Munici
pality can make up by levying an additional tax which Q~ tll.e basis of the 

present number of houses of J 40,00 will not exceed to :its. 1 per annum' per 
house and this cannot be. said to be a heavy burden on the rate payer looking 

the benefits to be derived from the improved sanitation by the introduction of 

the sewerage system! 

Cost of works to br included in the first stage of the lCn.rme. 
7. The following works arc recommended for inclusion in the first 

stage of the ,scheme, the cost of which is estimated at Rs. 271akhs:-
\ 

(t) Land compensation for the different works 

such as collecting sewers, pumping stations. 
disposal wOlks etc. 

(2) Four main collecting sewers: 'A' 2/3rd length. 

'B' half length 'C' 2/3rd length and 'D' whole 

length including manholes, ventilating columns, 

flushing tanks, s. w. overflows and other ap-

Rs. 60,000 

purtenances. Rs. 4,16,900 

(3) Branch, sub-branch and lateral sewers, includ-

(5) 

ing manholes, vent columns. flushing tanks etc. 

for picking'up the existing sullage water only. Rs. 3,50 ,000 

2 pumping stations (one main and one auxi

liary ) including pumps, generating sets, work

,hop, outfall sewer and other accessories to lift 

and convey sewage to disposal works to be 

located at Ambewadi (provision for pumping 

machinery required for coping with sewage 

flow expected to reach the pumping stations 

during this stage ). 
. 

Rs. 11,01,900 

, . 

Disposal works, incl~ding screens, detritu:. 

tanks, preliminary settling tanks, bio-filters, 

main effluent carriers and channels, dilution 

tank and pumping main, and pumping plant 
for river water excluding "digestion tank and 

sludge drying beds ( ThC7 work to be provided 
will be sufficient to cope with the flow of 
of sewage expected in this stage). Rs. <3,56,000 

C. F. Rs. 22,84,800 
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. B. O. 22,84,800 
(6) Staff quarters, for men empioyed ' at pumping 

stations and disposal works both in the city 
and at l the farm. (60 p. c. of the second or 
final stage) - - Rs. 1,25,000 

(7) Canalisation of Jiti Nal1a 

(8) Conversion of the exis~ing public conveniences 
I into' water flushed and construction of new , . 

public conveniences at convenient sites and 
co~struction 9f I 0 ~art depots and I 0 pail 
depots in the area served by the main sewers 
to be constructed in this stage. 

Add for :;pecial tools and plant and super-

Rs. 1,25,000 

Rs. 60,000 

Rs .. 25,94,800 

vision charges at .... p. s:. Rs. 1,03,792 

'Benefits to be derived by the execution if I st stage. 

Rs. 26,98,592 
or say Rs. 27 lakhs. 

8. '. By the execution of the above works, the following benefits will be 
immediately derivedi-

(a) Jitinalla which is at present a source of nuisance and a danger 
spot from the public health point of view, will remain free of sullage for 8 
months of the year and will only flow during the monsoon. 

(b) Sullage from private houses at present finding its way into the 
open gutters will be picked up at cotlvenient points into the main collecting 
sewers and there will thus be no flow of sullage through them during t 2 

months of the year and they will co~vey only storm water in the rains. This 
will prevent breeding of mosquitos, in the heart of the city. 

(c) The existing hand-operated public latrines will be converted 
into water flushed and they will be more sanitary and comfortable for the users. 
They. being located in the congested parts of the city, their conversion will 
improve the environments. 

(d) ,The nuisance created by night soil carts in the middle of the 
city will bt; consequently reduced' as the night" soil will be dumped into the 
collecting sewers at convenient points through pail depots. This will also help 
to reduce the expenditure on conservancy incurred at present • 

• I (e) The public water taps and urinals will also be connected with 
the sewerage system and this will prevent the; flow of waste water in open 
gutters and on streets. 
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On the whole .the advantages to be obtained will be of consi
derable help in improving the h~lth and sanitation of the city as well as in 

, preventing spread pf epidemics a.nd the sprC3d .of ~lari~. . 
'. 

9. ,The, recurring ,expen~iture to be incurred per annum on the main
tenance of the works proposed to'he carried out in the first stage o,f the scheme. 
exclusive of the interest and sinking fund charges on the loan to he raised will 
be Rs. 1,54,900 or say Rs. I.SS lakhs as detailed below:-

(I) General supervision (staff) Rs .. 6,000 
(2) Maintenance of sewers. and civil works (staff 12,000 

only). 
Maintenance of pumping stations (staff only). " 
Disposal works (staff only). 

" Recurring expenditure on the running of 
machinery such as pumps etc. 

" 

7,300 
7,600 

90,000 

(6) Renewal fund for machinery etc. Life 2 ° 
" 30,000 

years. 

Rs. 1,54,900 
or 'say Rs. I~55Iakhs. 

This amount will increase to Rs. 1,96,620 (Rs. I,S 4,900 + Rs. 
41,620 for 'interest and sinking fund charges on the loan of Rs. I3J lakhs. ) 
if the Durbar gives half the share of the estimated cost of Rs. 27 lakhs as 'tree 
grant' and the balance of Rs~ I 3~ Iakhs is borrowed by the Municipality. 
There will be a further increase in the recurring 'expenditure by Rs. 41,620/
making the total of Rs. 2,38,240 if the whole amount of the estimated cost is 
required to be borrowed by the Municipality. 

Rtturnfrom the first stage: 

h . I 96620 
I o. Against t e recurring expenditure of Rs. ' 8' , th~ return 

. 2,3 ,240 

from the execution of the works included in the first stage of the scheme will 

be Rs. 2,81 ,000 a~ follows:-. 

(I) 'Sale of effluent. Rs. 75.000 

(2) Return from Model farm (sugar cane ana 

sundry crops ) ~ " 1,76,000 n 

(3) Saving on conservancy establishment. -I. .. 3°,OOO! 

Rs. 2.8i,ooo 
.L The question of deducting the revenue ! 

derived from conservancy cess does not 
arise at this stage as the scheme will serve . , . 
only a part of the town. 



~ 1t ·is. thus self-evident that, the sch~mC even when paniaUy carried. 
(jut will·be self"'~ppbrting and will not add to,the burden of the- rate payerl 
If the amount pf Rs. 75,000 expected to be realised from the sale of diluent 
to cultivators does not materialise, the return will be reduced to Rs. 206000 
against the recu~ring expe~diture-of Rs. 1 ,96'~20 and Rs. 2,38,240 "'re!pcc
tively deperiding upon the extent of the financial assistance given by the 
DUl--bar. If the J?urbar is not inc~ed to accede to the re'luest of the 
l\1unicipality, the litter will have to look to an additional source of income to. 
the extent of about Rs. 32000 to make up the deficit. This will inean ~n 
extra taxation not exceeding Rs. 3 per annum per house on the 1 4,000 houses 
in the city. This taxation will be insignificant as compared with the advantages-' 
to be derived from the execution of a part of the whole scheme. 

Comparison of cost with that spent on similar schemes in other towns. 

I I • At the pre-war rates the total cost of the whole scheme and that of 
the first stage would have amounted to Rs. 30 lakhs and RS.I 3 lakhsrespectively. 
On the basis of population it wouid have cost Rs. I 5 per head. The corresponding 
figures for other towns in pre-war days were between 25 and 40 per head of the 
population depending upon the extent of the town, density of population and 
other factors. On the cost as now worked out, the cost per head of the popu
lation comes to about Rs. 30 only which cannot be said to be high under the 
present circumstanc;es. The scheme as now proposed is therefore most economical 
The financial forecast of the scheme is given for the cost as worked out accord
ing to the present rates and there is reason to believe that the scheme when 
actually executed will cost considerably less. There should therefore be no
hesitatiqn to make a start on the same an~ to take in hand immediately the 
works included in the first stage therep.f. As pointed out above, the execution 
of the first stage will under worst conditions entail a Jevy of Rs. 3 per annum 
per house if -the expectations regarding sale of effluent do not materialise. 
There is however no reason to assume why the expected return should not be . 
realised. The risk run by the Municipality, if any, in launching the scheme 
will be considerably minimised if the Durbar comes forward to its help as it 
has done in the past in the promotion of works intended for the improvement 
of the health and sanitation of this capital town. The very fact that the Durbar 
has sanctioned the execution of the works to be _ included in the I st stage of 
the scheme without waiting for the financial forecast is in itself an evidence of 
the keen desire of the Durbar to help the Municipality in promoting the 

scheme. 

12. , I am now arra~n. g to take steps to carry out the wishes of the 
Durbar and I hope to sl t detailed estimates for the first stage with the 
assistance of Mr. Jadhav ,Ii shortly to enable the Durbar to make a provision 
for this work in the next ear's budget. I suggest that a provision of Rs. 7.25 



lakh~ he made in the budget estimates of 1945-46. The detailed estimates

for the same will be submitted by l\1r. Jadhav for obtaining technical sanction. 

13. I a~ very glad to state that Mr. Jadhav has been very helpful in 
preliminary st~ges and in drawing up .~f the financial forecast and in my 

opinion he will be the most suitahle and competent Engineer to execute the 

~~heme as he is connected with the same from its conception. He has a good 
grasp and follows the instructions intelIigently. I therefo;e strongly recommend 

that he he deputed to ~vorkcon this scheme till completion to secure continuity 

and maintain efficiency. His assistants, 1\lr. 'kle and others have also proved 

to c be efficient and they should also be continued on this work. 

14. I have made this report as comprehensive as possible and have 

touched on each and every point which is likely to affect the interest of the 

Municipality as well as of the Durbar. I trust, it would help those in autho

rity to come to the right conclusion. I shall be glad to furnish any other 

information required in connection therewith if so desired. The information 

as to how the various costs have been arrived at as well as the details of the 

~ecurring expenditures and of the returns will be explaine~ by Mr. }adhav 

whenever called upon to ,do so. 

I s. Before concluding I should like to point out ~hat the scheme 

outlined by me provides for sewerage and sewage disposal works only. It does 

not make any provision for improving toe eXIsting s. w. drainage system of the 

town. I understand that there are several low-lying parts of the city which 

are under water during the rains. It is desirabl-: that steps should be taken to 

improve the s. w. drainage arrangements of the town as early as possible. If 

the Durbar so desires, a comprehensive scheme for the improvement of s. w. 
drainage system' will be prepa,red' and submitted for consideration. 

'Bandra, 

26-12-44· 

bwo. 3 32,2sokgp 1,45 
,t 

S. S. Naik 

Consulting Engineer 



Note for Council 
. " 

I enclose herewith a copy of a note; on the financial forecast of the 
scheme 'of underground drainage for Kolhapur City prepared by. Mr. S. S. Naik, 
the consulting Engineer. The main facts of the f,=~cast can be summarised 
as under:-

(a) That the whole scheme can be completed in a period of 9 

years. The first stage of the scheme can be completed 10 a 
period of 5 years and the second in four. 

(b) The cost of the whole scheme would be about Rs. 58 Lakhs. 
The cost of the first stage will be Rs. 27 Lakhs. 

,(c) lIn the process of t~eat~ng sewage, a gas called the Sludge gas 

can be produced. Thi~, is now being done successfully in 
',Bombay and the I]1ptor lorries of the Bombay Corporation now 

, run mostly on sludge gas. 1t , is prop?sed to produce sludge 
gas here and to use it for working up all the machinery re
quired for the scheme. 

(d) The sewage will be treated first and the effiuent will be given 
to farmers for manuring the sugarcane fields. In this way, 

the Nitrogen cycle will be completed, the fertility of soil and 
production of food- wilt be increased, and a good deal of wealth 

that now goes out of the State for purchase of artificial 
manures will be saved. 

(e)' A sewage farm of 500. acres will be maintained. 

(f) The effluent not requirt:d for-fields will" be stored in a fish pond 
and the production of fish on a large scale will'be undertaken. 

(g) The t:~curring expe~ture of the scheme will come to Rs. 
2,53,000 an~ an annual provision of Rs. 1,78,000 will be 
required for repayment of the loan of Rs.' 58 Lakhs including 

interest. That is a total expenditure of Rs. 4,3 1,800 per 
annum. 

(h) The annual income from the scheme is expected to be:-

(a) Sale of effluent' Rs. 3,03,000 

(b) Return from the, sewage farm ,,1,76,000 

Total Rs. -h79,000 

) 

In other words, the scheme-'will be self-supporting. Besides, the 

Municipality will be saved the annuaf expenditure of about one lakh of rupees 
which it now incurs on the conservi~cy 'establishment. . . ':, 



lS 

Even}f it is,assumed that the estimates of income go wrong by 
50 p. c., the scheme will be still made self-supporting, if the Municipality 
continues to lay a tax of Rs. 7 per latrine: which is already being levied for 
Bhangi service. 

2. This self-supporting or profitable aspect of the scheme makes it 
unique in "tbe whole 'of India because every underground drainage scheme is 
one of heavy deficits. This result, hardly short of a miracle, is due partly to 
the natural advantages which Kolhapur has and partly to the skill of the 
designs. The reasons of the favourable financial forecast may, therefore, be 
stated as under:-

(a) Kolhapur gives fine gradients with the result that sewers of 
small size only are needed; there is no need to go deep in 
gro~nd anywher~; good self-cleansing velocities are easily obtain
ed; and the sewage reaches the collection point so quickly 
that there is hardly any possibility of septic conditions arising. 

(b) The most modern methods and equipments are introduced in 
the scheme. 

(c) Almost all the wastes are fully utilized. For instance, the 
sludge is to be sold as manure an& gases produced are to be 
used for running th~ .machinery: Sludge not required for 
agriculture is used for a fish pond, etc. 

3. I request the Council to approve of the financial forecast and to 
give administrative approval to the first stage of the scheme, which is estimated 
to cost Rs. 27 lakhs. The advantages, the details of expenditure, and- the 
financial implications of this stage are given in paras 8, 9, 10 of· Mr. Naik's 
report. 

4. The following issues have nOW"10 be decided:

(a) How is the scheme to be financed ? 

(b) What provision is to be made in the current year's budget 
for the scheme? 

(c) What provision will be requird to be made in the next year's 
budget? 

, 

(d) What steps are to be taken to obtain the machinery required? 

5. Regarding (a), I propose that the scheme should be financed by 
the State; A pro forma account- should be maintained for the purpose; and 
the whole of the expenditure with interest at 3 p. c. should be recovered from 
the Kolhapur Mun~cipal Boroug~. Necessary steps will have to be taken to 
make a legal agreement with the Mu~i~ip'ality under the Local Authoritie~ 
Loans Act. 
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6. Regarding (b), and (d, I quote the' following from t~e letter of Mr. 
S. S. Naik:-

, "(I) We will require about Rs. 80,000/- during this year upto end 
of June 1945 for works detailed below:-

.. \ ' 

Canalisation of Part of Jiti Nala. 
000 

Land acquision for sewage Pumping station and 
disposal works. 

Staff quarters & construction of stores etc. 
Miscellaneous orders for machinery pumping etc •••. 

20,000 

10,000 

30 ,000 

20,000 ---
80,000 

(2) During 1945-46 Rs. 7,25,000 may please be included in the 
.budget. These will include: 

(I) Completion of canalisation of Jiti Nala 
(2) Land compensation 
(3) Pumping Stations 
(4) Collecting sewers 
(5) Disposal Works 
(6) Advances for machinery and piping 

I request the Council to sanction the proposal. 

1,00,000 

25,000 

1,.SO,ooo 
1,00,000 

50 ,000 

3,00,000 

Rs. 7,25,000 

7. Regarding (d), Mr. Naik makes the following proposal:-

" As regards the details of the plants and machinery the question as 
to what kind and make are available. in these days is most important. I have 
got a general specification of what I want for the scheme. The priority 
certificate and transport difficulties are great, and many firms who would gladly 
supply the machinery and plant are not in a position to do so due to war 
conditions. I am of opinion that we will have to depend on American plant 

and machinery. 

My proposal, therefore, in regard to the above selection is as under: 

I may be allowed .with the aid of the experts here, to have corres
pondence on behalf of your Government with the suppliers of plant and machi
nery as I can do so more efficiently in Bombay. After J get the whole thing 
selected to my satisfaction, I will submit a full report to you and you' will 
please place the order on behalf of the Darbar, according to your official 

tautine. " 
I . 

I request that this proposal also may be approved. 

M. R. BAGWE 
Revenue Minister, Kolhapur. 
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G. R. D. D. No~ 14 dated 11-1-45. 

The Development Minister's note on the scheme for under-ground 
drainage for Kolhapur City, prepared by the Consulting Engineer, Mr. s. S~ 
Naik, was considered, and administrative approval was. granted subject to tho
following conditions:-

f 

(J) The Scheme should be financed entirely by the Muni~ipamy, 
if necessary ~y means of a loan raised either in the open 
market or from Banks. The loan might be guaranteed by the 
Darbar. 

(2) No expenditure should be incurred during the current financial 
year. 

h) Tenders &hould be called for by the Municipality for all machi
nery and plant required. 

• 

-.J)2>(C' 2.?>/4fe ( f.J S

~ 

~J153 
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